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Arco warehouse extension, Hull
Driving of precast concrete piles for Arco warehouse extension in Hull.

Aarsleff Ground Engineering were awarded the foundations 

contract for a £25m extension to the National Distribution Centre 

in Hull for workwear and safety equipment supplier, Arco, on 

behalf of main contractor Clugston Construction.

The 220,000sq ft extension will double Arco’s current 

warehousing and logistics capacity. The build is part of Arco’s 

£55m investment initiative to support its ambitious growth plans, 

with this new facility set for completion in summer 2019.

Aarsleff worked closely with Clugston Construction and their 

consulting engineers from HBPW LLP from early April to provide 

the information needed for the pile layout design, along with 

providing them the information for the piling working platform.

Aarsleff specifically installed over 3,500 No. 250 and 350mm 

square precast concrete piles driven to lengths up to 21m.

Within the contract, 82 No. piles were needed to be driven in 

close proximity to a railway line and Arco’s current warehouse. 

For these piles, Aarsleff deployed its Banut Low Headroom Rig 

which has a smaller slew radius and the ability to work under 

bridges and in restricted headroom sites. For the rest of the site, 

Aarsleff utilised its Junttan PMx22 rigs and Banut 700 rig to install 

the piles, with a total of 5 rigs and a 70t hydraulic crawler crane 

on site.

Aarsleff ’s contract engineer Syed Ali, who managed the 

project, said “We benefitted from a thorough preliminary trial 

piling exercise carried out on site in early April ahead of the 

main works to provide the information required by Clugston 

Construction’s consulting engineers (HBPW LLP) to design the 

overall pile layout.”

“We worked closely with Clugston Construction and HBPW LLP 

on identifying the most safe and efficient way to execute piling 

works on site. This helped our site team to better anticipate rig 

output on site with the cooperation of Clugston Construction 

site management who have prepared our working area to a 

high standard, enabling us to optimise our productivity and plan 

works ahead.” says Syed.

Richard Judd, one of Aarsleff ’s rig operators also commented 

“Arco has been another successful project. Careful planning with 

Clugston’s site management and consulting engineers meant we 

could optimise the output of all the rigs on site and complete the 

project to delivery date.”
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Aarsleff Ground Engineering Ltd, is the UK trading arm of Danish contracting giant Per Aarsleff A/S, 

and is one of the UK’s leading piling and geotechnical design and installation specialist contractors; 

actively promoting early consultation to ensure each scheme can be Value Engineered to give 

clients the best service, quality design, safety and value. Aarsleff ’s strategy and philosophy of 

investment into the future has resulted in its wholly owned subsidiary Centrum Pile Ltd having the 

most advanced precast pile production facilities in the UK, producing segmentally jointed precast 

concrete piles to BS En12794 to Class 1A.

Scope of Works

3,532 No. 250mm & 350mm square precast 

concrete piles

Client

Arco

Contractor

Clugston Construction & HBPW LLP

Equipment

X2 Junttan PMx22 Rigs

X1 Junttan PM20L Rig

X1 Banut 700 Rig

X1 Banut Low Headroom Rig

Construction period

14th May – 5th September 2018

Contact

Aarsleff Ground Engineering  |  info@aarsleff.co.uk  |  Tel 01636 611140


